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Fifth Third would consider ‘transformative’ deal after CRA rating improves, CEO says 
by Jeff Sheban in Chicago 
June 14, 2017   
   
Fifth Third Bancorp [NASDAQ:FITB], the Cincinnati, Ohio-based regional banking corporation, will consider 
both fill-in acquisitions and a transformative deal once federal restrictions on M&A are lifted, said President and 
CEO Greg Carmichael. 
 
Fifth Third is currently being evaluated by the Federal Reserve after receiving a “needs-to-improve” rating last 
July under the Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) for lending and other activities in low- to moderate-income 
communities between 2011 and 2013. Financial audits were completed this week and Carmichael said he is 
“hopeful” the rating will improve “in the near future.” 
 
Once CRA issues are behind it, Fifth Third would consider bank deals in its “higher-growth markets” of Chicago, 
Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina and Tennessee, the CEO told Mergermarket on the sidelines of 
the Bank Director Bank Audit & Risk Committees Conference in Chicago. 
 
“These are the markets that I’m interested in,” Carmichael said, adding that in-market bank deals would need to 
come at the “right time, right price, and allow us to better serve our customers.” 
 
Alternatively, the USD 142bn asset bank with 1,191 branches in 10 states would contemplate “something more 
transformative,” according to Carmichael, who has a technology background and has been CEO since late 2015. 
He defined transformative as “taking out significant costs or reaching new markets.” Asked whether Fifth Third 
would be the buyer in such an arrangement, Carmichael said: “We’re operating the company for the future.” 
 
Fifth Third’s current geographic footprint extends from Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and Illinois in the Midwest to 
Kentucky, West Virginia, Tennessee, Georgia, North Carolina and Florida in the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast. 
Acquisitions of smaller banks, insurance agencies and wealth management firms would occur within the current 
footprint, Carmichael said, while something transformative could extend beyond that. 
 
Jeff K. Davis, managing director of Mercer Capital’s Financial Institutions Group, said he believes Fifth Third’s 
“primary interest” for bank acquisitions and other forms of growth is in the Southeast, particularly the Carolinas 
and Tennessee. 
 
Pennsylvania-based F.N.B. Corp. [NYSE:FNB], a USD 30bn-asset bank which earlier this year acquired North 
Carolina-based Yadkin Financial, would make a nice fit for Fifth Third, Davis commented, as would Tennessee-
based Pinnacle Financial Partners [NASDAQ:PNFP], Tennessee-based First Horizon National [NYSE:FHN] 
and Georgia-based Synovus Financial [NYSE:SNV]. 
 
Alabama-based Regions Financial [NYSE:RF] would be the “most likely” candidate for a merger of equals, 
according to Davis, with other possibilities including Ohio-based KeyCorp [NYSE:KEY], Ohio-based Huntington 
Bancshares [NASDAQ:HBAN] and Georgia-based SunTrust Banks [NYSE:STI]. 
 
While in-market deals involving Ohio-based competitors would require sizeable divestitures in Ohio and 
Michigan, Davis said those matters are “not necessarily a deal killer.” 
 
Carmichael was a keynote speaker at the two-day conference, which ends today. In public remarks, he 
underscored the need for US-based banks to undergo a “digital transformation” to compete with up-and-coming 
fintech companies such as Social Finance (SoFi), which earlier this week applied for a bank charter, and non-
traditional lenders such as Amazon Bank. 
 
Fifth Third owns 17.9% of payments processor Vantiv [NYSE:VNTV], formerly known as Fifth Third Processing 
Solutions, and last year invested USD 50m for a stake of undisclosed size in GreenSky, a point-of-sale provider 
of unsecured consumer loans. 
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Fifth Third reported 1Q17 net income of USD 305m, down from net income of USD 326m in 1Q16. The company 
has a market capitalization of USD 18.8bn. 


